Oral self-administration of pentobarbital by rhesus monkeys: relative reinforcing effects under concurrent signalled differential-reinforcement-of-low-rates schedules.
During daily 3-h sessions two separate pentobarbital solutions were concurrently available to rhesus monkeys under signalled differential-reinforcement-of-low-rates (signalled DRL) schedules of mouth contacts with spouts. The schedules were synchronized so that each time the 30-s DRL interval expired, lights above both spouts were illuminated and a liquid delivery could be obtained either from the left or right spout, but not both. First water and then each of four 'comparison-concentration' pentobarbital solutions (0.0625, 0.25, 1 and 4 mg/ml) were successively available under one schedule for a block of sessions. Concurrently, deliveries of a 'standard concentration' solution were available from the second spout under an identical DRL schedule; the concentration of this standard solution remained constant throughout the testing of the series of comparison solutions. Three pentobarbital concentrations (4, 1 and 0.25 mg/ml) in turn served as the standard concentration. Relative reinforcing effects were directly related to pentobarbital concentration: in general, within pairs of concurrently available pentobarbital solutions more behavior was maintained by the higher of the two drug concentrations. These findings are discussed in the context of previous studies using ratio and interval schedules which have found relative reinforcing effects to be directly related to reinforcer magnitude.